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Net weight dual-spiral filling machine
DCS-50B-JL-DJ

High speed auto bagging machine
JB-G1-1B

Bag sealing machine
The actual model is selected according to the bag type. Refer 
to the introduction of the separate sealing machine.

Belt conveyor
The conveyor length depends on the sealing machine type.
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Part 1: bag filling 
machine

Model DCS-50B-JL-DJ

Filling weight 5-25KG

Packing speed 5-7bags/min

Power supply 380V/50Hz,6.9KW

Air consumption 6m³/hr

Total weight around 400kgs

Overall dimensions 1370*1700*2400mm
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Part 1: bag filling 
machine

•An empty bag manually put onto the filling spout and bag clamp, the filling cycle 

acts ;

•There is a buffer hopper above the bag clamp, the feeder will fill the material into it;

•When the weight close to the target value, the fast feeding will stop , meanwhile 

the slow feeding continues filling till it reached the target value , it stops , so that to 

keep the high packing accurate;

•Empty bag will be filled with already weight products which stored in the buffer 

hopper ;

•When filling complete, the operator is alerted and the bag was detached from the 

bag clamp and filling spout;

•Filled bag was transported to next position to sealing .
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Part 1: bag filling 
machine

 Polished screw flight                 Dust collection                          Air-tight seal   

     Quick open cover                    Double motor                 Flexible ange adjustable              

1.Modular feeding type suit for diffirent kind of material. 

2.Polishing  each screw flight to meet food grade.

3. Flexible dust collection tube avoid dust problem.

4. Quick open cover easy for cleaning.

5. Twin motor to keep high accuracy and increase speed.

6. Air-tight seal prevent powder leaking.

7. Net weigher type keep a high speed.

8. Flexible angle adjustable as diffirent kind of material fluidity.
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Part 1: bag filling 
machine
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Dust collecting hole

Oil ,water filter to adjust the 
pressure and protect cylinder

Load cell on right side

Watching door help judge 
material flow condition

Silicon pad prevent steel crush

Load cell on left side

Part 1: bag filling 
machine
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Filling all types of free 
flowing materials 

(Powder, Granules) 
into bags (plastic, 

paper or poly-woven 
open-mouth bags)

Application Scope
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Part 2: auto 
bagging machine

The fully automatic bagging machine is widely used in various open-mouth bags to 

fully realize the automatic bag feeding/supply function. Dfferent materials can be filled 

with different filling and metering methods to meet there requirements. Suitable for 

automatic packaging of granularand powder materials from 10 kg to 50kg.

1.Auto working:

    Completly auto working, makes products more cleaner.

2. Cost efficiency:

    Helping you save extra labor cost, take place of 1 human worker.

3. Accommodate Your needs.

    It can be designed according to your bags size, material and opening form.
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Model JBB-G1-1B

Max. capacity 1000bags/hour

Filing weight 10-50KG

Filling method gravity type, vabration type,belt type, spiral type

Bag size
Length 550-1,050mm
Width 400-520
Gusset 75mm

Bag top closure Stitching/ Tapping paper/ Heat sealing(depending on bag material 
and type)

Power 5KW

Voltage 380V/50 or 60HZ

Bag type Paper bag / plastic bag / woven bag ,etc

Packing accuracy ≤±0.2%

Machine material Carbon Steel/Stainless Steel/Customized

Machine weight about 2000KG

Part 2: auto 
bagging machine
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https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=oUJqYyKx
AoI

Please refer to the link for 
machine details and work video:

Part 2: auto 
bagging machine
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Case Show
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Case Show


